
OUR SERVICES.



OUR WHY.

AI is changing the way we live, the way we

work and the way we achieve things.

We want to help companies improving the

performance of their business & their

working environment.

OUR HOW. 

We support companies to integrate the best

technological solutions, in particular artificial

intelligence, into their strategy and to

implement them taking into account the legal

aspects.



OUR SERVICES.

Legal Advice - advise in any legal

question related to innovative

technologies.

AI Advice - advise improvement

solutions based on AI to achieve

competitive advantage.

Change Management - advise in the

implementation of your new

technological solution.



OUR SERVICE MODULES.

Basic

Plus

Premium

Platinum



BASIC.

You need a sparring partner with expertise in 

artificial intelligence to elevate your 

technology strategy.

We assess your strategy and the 

technology used.

We elaborate with you your next steps for 

the AI.



PLUS.

You need help to define your next concrete

step in the direction of AI technology.

We assess your strategy, your processes

and the technology used

We outline an AI initiative to achieve

competitive advantage

We detail a plan of action and indicate

the criteria for success



PREMIUM.

You need help to define your next concrete

step in the direction of AI technology

considering the complexity of your legal

environment.

We assess your strategy, your processes

and the technology used

We outline an AI initiative to achieve

competitive advantage

We detail a plan of action and indicate

the criteria for success

We will support you in any legal question

that arises from the initiative



PLATINUM.

You need help to define your next concrete step in

the direction of AI technology considering the

complexity of your legal environment and want

support in its implementation.

We assess your strategy, your processes and

the technology used

We outline an AI initiative to achieve

competitive advantage

We detail a plan of action and indicate the

criteria for success

We will support you in any legal question that

arises from the initiative

We support you in the implementation of the

initiative following the criteria for success



WHO.

MAURO QUADRONI

Mlaw, Lawyer

Mauro.Quadroni@ai-lsc.ch

PRISCA QUADRONI

Lic. Iur., LL.M., Lawyer

Prisca.Quadroni@ai-lsc.ch


